




OMED srl is nowadays, in Italy and abroad, one of the main 

operators in the sector of moulds for plastic materials and 

injection-printed products made from all types of thermoplastic 

materials. The company is specialized in the sector of tools for 

production of small and medium products, paying attention to 

complex and demanding products, in the sectors of telephony, 

electrical engineering, electrical appliances, information 

technology, and generic products subject to precision and quality 

requirements.

Thanks to the experience in the sector, to the correct managing 

policy oriented to a continuous technical update and to the 

investments in high-technology production and planning 

means, Omed srl is able to offer to the market advanced 

moulds and printed manufacts with an excellent aesthetic 

and functional quality. Its moulding department has modern 

presses with a closure force up to 400 tonnes which make it able, 

as far as quality and performance are concerned, to produce 

highly complex objects responding to the customers’ strictest 

requirements. With a vast range of technical means for planning 

(CAD), production (CAM) and fabrication, the company made 

a name for itself thanks to innovative technical and quality 

solutions for the product, as well as for its punctuality in delivery 

which stems from a meticulous and rational organization of 

Company
production.

OMED srl don’t create only 

moulds based on designs, but 

concretely carries out “codesign”, 

being normally included by the 

customers in the planning phase, 

in which Omed srl provides its 

experience from mould building 

to the production of printed 

products.



Progettazione CAD CAM

The customer’s design\product\files are analyzed by 

our technical office prior to the mould fabrication, in 

order to find out any possible feasibility problems. In 

some cases, they are modified in agreement with the 

customer in order to grant the success of the finished 

product.

Our technical staff has worked since many years 

in the sector of moulds and injection printing of 

technical items; it makes use of highly specialized 

software for 3D-CAD modeling and CAM production, 

such as CIMATRON E and MOLD FLOW AUTODESK: 

powerful simulation softwares for the analysis of flows, 

deformations and possible aesthetic flaws. 

Mould
production



Our workshop department for mould production has 

several last-generation machinery to meet the highest 

quality and lead-time requirements by the customers: 

electrical discharge machining (EDM), electrical 

discharge wire cutting (EDW), EDM pricker, CNC milling 

machines, lathes, tangential grinding, laser soldering 

machine, and more.

In more than 40 years of experience, OMED has been 

able to specialize in the creation of moulds subject 

to high requirements of precision and quality in 

the sector of electrical engineering, information 

technology, electrical appliances, and medicine.

One of OMED’s many strong 

points is the ready response to 

the customers’ requests to modify 

products, thanks to a continuous 

cooperation aimed at solving 

the problems stemming from 

the continuously evolving global 

market’s requirements.







For the injection printing of plastic materials, OMED 

uses the most modern and advanced last-generation 

injection presses, with integrated quality controls 

which allow to identify any production anomalies 

immediately.

The whole production process is managed by a 

sophisticated production software which allows the 

continuous monitoring of every single press: efficiency, 

anomaly management, ordinary and extraordinary 

maintenance of moulds, production planning based 

on customers’ orders and forecasts, management of 

raw materials/technopolymers: PA, PC, POM, PPS, ABS, 

TPU, PS.

Printing

All of OMED’s company

procedures have ISO 9001, 13485 

and ISO 14001 (for environment) 

certification.









Finished products are subject to accurate checks – by 

means of sophisticated measturement machinery 

– both on production line and metrological room in 

order to guarantee the high precision requirements by 

customers.

Metrology/
testing
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